More about the Informational (Quantum) Healing In the Ongoing Pandemic Situation
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ABSTRACT
In a Pandemic like this one, it is important to know that the viruses cause color changes in the aura long before the disease symptom would appear in the body. As soon as the aura changes its color, we need to start trials to restore the health. All processes in the body are ruled and regulated by a Quantum Computer in the Subconscious, which operates with the waves of the weak informational NEMF seen as aura and called Spirit. If so, we need to try to access the weak informational NEMF informationally (with prayer or meditation with affirmation) and ask for correction of the distortions in the aura (Spirit), which if not corrected would lead to a disease of the physical body at later time. EEG measurements of Russian scientists showed that during meditation and prayer the Conscious is not active. Since hypnotists put the conscious to sleep to access the Subconscious, obviously prayer and meditation with affirmation act as self-hypnosis and are ways to access the Subconscious and the Quantum Computer in it. Since the Quantum Computer operates with the waves of our weak informational NEMF (Spirit), by accessing it informationally (with prayer or meditation with affirmation), we can do informational healing. The healing with informational energy called info-energy medicine is the medicine of the future because: it is non-invasive, works fast, it is efficient, and does not have side effects.
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Introduction
Info-energy healing is healing with informational energy. Since time immemorial the Buddhist Monks in Tibet knew that they are body and Spirit and they can heal themselves by asking the Spirit (that comes from God) to heal them… and they knew how exactly to do it – they used meditation practices to reconnect with the Creator God. Hitler created in Munich Institute of Radiology with the purpose to use meditation practices not only for healing, but also for spying. The institute still exists, but under a new name Institute of Parapsychology and Russians from the Military Aviation Academy “Gagarin” are attending it [1].

Info-Energy Healing
Info-energy healing are the miraculous healings of the Russian Acad. Grabovoi: of hopelessly ill cancer patients stage 3 and 4 after only one treatment, his ability to regrow a gall bladder removed 13 years ago, and etc. miracles. In his book: “Resurrection of People and Everlasting Life – a Reality from Now on”, which I read, he claims that everybody can do the “miracles” he is doing after practicing the one-month daily concentration exercises described in his book. I am very skeptical about this – he was born with these abilities. When I read the description of the concentration exercises in his book, I found out that Acad. Grabovoi has troubles verbalizing his thoughts. It was impossible to understand what he means even after three readings. Since verbalization is done by our Conscious (“Con-sci” means “the one that knows”), it became obvious to me that probably he was given access to the powerful subconscious Quantum Computer (which can do such miracles) as a compensation for his limited abilities to use his Conscious [2,3].

The Nature of the Info-energy Healing
In my article [4], I explained that the whole material world was created by Black Holes of anti-matter and the nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) that separated the matter from the anti-matter got imprinted on all material creations. This made all material creations to be material bodies and light nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF). The Russian Acad. Garyaev came to this conclusion on his own. He claims that his experiments made him believe that the DNA has its own electromagnetic field (EMF) and responds to external electromagnetic fields (EMF). In the light of what we said, the DNA, as everything material, will have its own NEMF, and is going to be influenced by other NEMFs [4,5]. A child could be conceived and the development of an embryo can start only if beside of the NEMFs of the mother’s and father’s DNA, another NEMF is present – the NEMF of the Spirit. The Spirit NEMF is the one that makes us emotional – it is intertwined to the NEMF of the material body. The Spirit is what some people see as aura. It can be photographed in high frequency electric field, which multiplies the photons – it is called Kirlian photography. I spent almost 40 years of my life measuring the human NEMF seen as aura. It is a very weak field – 1,000 times weaker than the biocurrents of the body and I had to develop very sensitive equipment to be able to measure it.
I found that this weak NEMF rules and regulates everything in the body – not with its strength, but with the information it carries. The NEMF of the Spirit seen as aura is the musical conductor that synchronizes the work of all cells in the body and makes them function in synchrony or in harmony. Since the human NEMF (Spirit) is weak informational field, which rules and regulates everything in the body, it can be accessed informationally (with prayer or meditation with affirmation) for healing.

My Road to the Weak Informational NEMF
I came to study the weak informational NEMF through acupuncture. In 1983, I reported at the 8th World Congress on Acupuncture nonlinear mathematical model of one acupuncture meridian. Nonlinear equations have more than one solutions and my equation had two solutions – electric impulse and wave. The Chinese already measured electric impulses propagating from the treated acupuncture point in the direction of the acupuncture meridian, but nobody had measured waves. I bravely announced that waves must run from the treated acupuncture point in the direction of the acupuncture meridian as well [6,7].

The Hungarians showed interest to my theoretical prediction and one year later they announced they measured the waves. Waves were running along the acupuncture meridians all the time, but when a point of the meridian was treated with acupuncture, a wave was generated, which was modifying the constantly running waves. Since all the organs are holographically represented on our palms, feet, ears, and irises and holographic images are created with laser waves, it was obvious that the organs are ruled and regulated with waves [6,7], and likely these were the waves of our NEMFs, which we see as auras.

The fact that individuals in a state of hypnosis (with sleeping Conscious) could calculate 10,000 times faster was a clear indication that we must have a sophisticated Quantum Computer in the Subconscious, which operates with the waves of our weak informational NEMF (Spirit) that rules and regulates everything in the body and is emotionally sensitive. I also published another mathematical model, which explains full intuitive creativity as a coherent work at the same level of over-excitement of the Digital Computer in our Conscious and the Quantum Computer in our Subconscious [8,9].

If we have a sophisticated Quantum Computer in the Subconscious, which rules and regulates everything in the body, and this Quantum Computer operates with the waves of the weak informational NEMF of the Spirit, we should be able to heal by accessing this NEMF informationally. Since Russian scientists found with EEG measurements that during prayer and meditation the conscious is not active (sleeping), prayer or affirmation during meditation would allow access to the Subconscious’ Quantum Computer and allow us to heal with information.

The Informational Healing of the Russian Acad. Grabovoi
From hypnosis we know that a full record of the whole lifetime allows access to the Subconscious’ Quantum Computer and not active (sleeping), prayer or affirmation during meditation would allow access to the Subconscious’ Quantum Computer and allow us to heal with information.

If the Russian Acad. Grabovoi is so successful in the cure of cancer, it is because the malignancy is nothing else, but cancer cells multiplying senselessly out of the control of the NEMF (Spirit). Acad. Grabovoi restores informationally the control of the Spirit NEMF over the cells and the cancer cells become normal. Acad. Grabovoi also regrows surgically removed organs, by injecting multi-plural stem cells (or creating such) at the place where the organ was, and projecting on them holographic image of the organ to be… and the organ starts to grow. After a while the organ has grown back full size.

Informational Healing with Russian Equipment – the Mirrors of Kozirev
Laser light after many times reflection from curved mirrors forms stationary light waves. First, this nonlinear laser light is reflected from the pancreas of a healthy mouse to imprint on it the health information of a healthy pancreas. Then this information is projected onto the sick pancreas of another mouse, and the sick mouse is healed in 3 days. When the stationary laser light (reflected from curved mirrors) and reflected from healthy pancreas was imprinted on radio waves, the recovery took 9 days. The Russians are doing this miraculous informational healing, but don’t ask them to explain how exactly it works. They cannot explain what the curved mirrors do and for me it is crystal clear that they make the laser EMF nonlinear, i.e. NEMF. They blindly intuitively (without conscious awareness) imitated the nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) of the humans seen as aura and called Spirit.

The Russians used this equipment to heal sick organs informationally by projecting information from a healthy organ on the sick organ. It has also been used to regrow surgically removed organs by injecting multi-plural stem cells at the place where the organ was, and projecting on them the holographic image of the organ to be… and the organ starts to regrow. After a while the organ has grown full size. Acad. Garyaev claims that this is the medicine of the future… and he is right. We can cure ourselves with electromagnetic waves. The new medicine should be called Vibrational Medicine, Quantum Medicine, or Informational Medicine.

Conclusion
Thus, informational medicine is the medicine of the future. But first we need to acknowledge the fact that we are a material body and light NEMF, seen as aura ("aura“ means “light”) and called Spirit. Then we need to acknowledge the fact that we have in the Subconscious a Quantum Computer, which operates with the waves of our weak informational NEMF (Spirit) and rules and regulates everything in the body. Then we will be ready to do informational healing. The advantages of such healing are obvious. From pulse diagnosis used before acupuncture, which works through the waves of our NEMF, we know that each chronic disease appears first in the NEMF (of the aura or Spirit) and usually it takes 5 to 7 years until it manifests itself at physical level with all its symptoms (from here comes the name “chronic” disease, which means “slow” disease).

Thus, by acknowledging the existence of the weak informational NEMF (Spirit) and accessing it informationally (or through acupuncture), we will be able to prevent the chronic diseases years before their symptoms would appear. Indeed, in ancient time acupuncture, which works through the waves of our NEMF, was basically used for prevention. The acupuncturist through pulse diagnosis (by palpitating the pulse) would find minor deviation from norms. He senses the lack of harmony in the body NEMF,
and with only one acupuncture treatment he could restore the
harmony and prevent the oncoming chronic disease.

The same is true for the informational medicine, which can prevent
diseases by accessing informationally the Quantum Computer,
which operates with the waves of our weak informational NEMF
(Spirit). The harmony could be restored before the disease has
manifested itself at physical level with all its symptoms. The
harmony (health) could be restored with prayer or affirmation
during meditation, which allow access to the Quantum Computer,
which works with the waves of the weak informational NEMF
(Spirit), or with equipment mimicking the human NEMF. For the
best time for informational healing see [10].

The new informational medicine requires revision of what is
considered harmful for our body. Presently, only radiation is
considered harmful, but if our health can be restored informationally
through our weak informational NEMF of the Spirit seen as aura,
we need to consider the fact that external electromagnetic fields
could be a serious threat to our health and wellbeing. Therefore,
the US and every other country need regulations for the use of
external EMF. We need to have a scientific prove that the EMF of
our newest 5G fast internet technology is safe before to approve
it for use. And this needs to be enforced as soon as possible
because we can kill ourselves with new technology delivering
EMF frequencies, which are harmful for us and will end our
being on Earth [11].
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